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			This book examines the role of deceptive tactics in the criminal victimization process, showing how various forms of manipulative aggression can help disguise dangerous advances. The author approaches crime victimization as the final stage in a purposeful, predictable, dynamic, and progressively dangerous process involving interactions between the target and the aggressor.  As they prepare for the attack, aggressors may attempt to distract, confuse, and reduce target resistance. While these tactics provide aggressors certain advantages, they can be recognized, anticipated, and managed.  By presenting a framework to identify behaviors of concern early in the process, Kenny shows how preventative action can be taken. Proactive intervention may cause aggressors to withdraw before they are fully committed to and confident in their ability to be successful. Those who take steps to reduce vulnerabilities, limit risky behaviors, and avoid dangerous situations can help prevent themselves from being victimized.
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Encyclopedia of Leadership 4 vol. setSage Publications, 2004

	The Encyclopedia of Leadership brings together for the first time everything that is known and truly matters about leadership as part of the human experience. Developed by the award-winning editorial team at Berkshire Publishing Group, the Encyclopedia includes hundreds of articles, written by 280 leading scholars and experts...
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Seven Lessons for Leading in CrisisJossey-Bass, 2009

	One of the country's most trusted leaders offers time-tested and real world advice for leading in economic hard times


	From business giant Bill George, the acclaimed author of Wall Street Journal's bestseller True North, comes the just-in-time guide for anyone in a leadership position facing today's...
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Anti-Money Laundering in a Nutshell: Awareness and Compliance for Financial Personnel and Business ManagersApress, 2015

	Anti–Money Laundering in a Nutshellis a concise, accessible, and practical guide to compliance with anti–money laundering law for financial professionals, corporate investigators, business managers, and all personnel of financial institutions who are required, under penalty of hefty fines, to get anti–money...
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Android Wearable ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2015

	Expand on your Android development capabilities by building applications for Android Wear


	About This Book

	
		Get to grips with the Android Wear and Google Glass SDK to build your own wearable apps
	
		Incorporate voice and input features into your wearable apps and develop custom interfaces for...
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The Essential Guide to SemiconductorsPrentice Hall, 2002
The Essential Guide to  Semiconductors is a complete professional's guide to the business  andtechnology of semiconductor design and manufacturing. Leading semiconductor  industry analystand editor Jim Turley illuminates every facet of the industry,  explaining its fast-changingtechnologies,...
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Digital Addiction: Breaking Free from the Shackles of the Internet, TV and Social MediaIndependent Publishers Group, 2017

	
		Digital addiction is a very real threat.

	

	Find freedom today and get addiction treatment for video game addiction, technology addiction, cell phone addiction, internet addiction, and social media addiction with this powerful book!

	
		Do you find yourself struggling to break free from TV,...
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